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Abstract—There are numerous methods which are proposed to mediate semantic Web services. The mediations of semantic services include their discovery, composition, execution, and monitoring. These are performed on both atomic and composite services. Newly proposed methods are required to be evaluated on a dataset. Despite the existence of atomic test collections of semantic services, the number of publicly available test collections containing composite services is not comparable. In this paper, we propose an approach to enlarge the number of composite services in a test collection. We generate new composites by calculating subdigraphs of available composite services. We evaluated our approach on a number of composite services and we could exponentially enlarge the size of test collections.

Index Terms—Semantic web service, composite service, test collection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Academicians are carrying out various researches on Web services because numerous potentials exist in the nature of Web services [1]. In recent years, the use of Web services has grown rapidly due to the introduction of the “Semantic Web.” Semantic annotations of Web services enable agents and in general machines to autonomously interact with each other [2].

Similar to any research area, new methods need to be evaluated, and the evaluations require a real set of data. There are thousands of traditional Web services with their descriptions on the Web. However, when it comes to semantic Web services, the number of publicly available ones is dramatically few and they are not bundled in a test collection. Furthermore, most of the existing semantic Web services are not created from real Web services.

Some research groups created test collections of semantic Web services. The test collections are meant to be used for a specific research or to be published as a test suite for the research community. Current available test collections of semantic Web services are SWS-TC [3], OWLS-TC [4], SAWSDL-TC [5], and WSMO-Lite-TC [6]. The first two test collections are created using the OWL-S [7], [8], SAWSDL-TC is created for the SAWSDL [9], and the latter is in WSMO-Lite [10]. SWS-TC includes semantic descriptions of 241 services, whereas OWLS-TC has 1083 services and both SAWSDL-TC, and WSMO-Lite-TC collections include 1080 services. Various characteristics of public test collections are investigated in [11], [12].

Table I, which is adapted from the paper presented in [12], shows current available test collections of semantic Web services, i.e. SWS-TC, OWLS-TC, SAWSDL-TC, and WSMO-Lite-TC. It shows the semantic Web service description language in which the services of the test collections are described, number of their services, and their latest release year. All these test collections include only atomic services.

One major reported problem shared among the test collections is that none of them contains composite Web services. Nevertheless, mediation techniques need composite services to evaluate the works.

In this paper, we propose a method in order to generate new composite services based on the subdigraph calculations of available composite services. Hence, it enlarges the size of a composite semantic Web services’ test collection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are investigated in the next section. Section III shows the way we represent our graphs and describes our subgraph calculation method. Discussion is given in Section IV and the section concludes our paper as well.

II. RELATED WORK

In the literature, most of the researches on semantic Web services are usually evaluated on a small number of services (such as [13]-[16]).
There is an online portal for semantic services called OPOSSum [17], which assembles data from SWS-TC, OWLS-TC and some other sources. It creates an assemblage of over 1500 semantic Web services using over 2800 descriptions for different description languages [11]. Unfortunately, the portal is not updated anymore and newly improved releases of the test collections are not imported into the portal.

Recently, the characteristics of the available test collections in term of their capabilities for world-altering services are investigated in [12]. None of the investigated test collections include composite Web services.

There is an ongoing effort [18], [6] in making a new test collection of semantic Web services at SEALS Community [19]. The test collection is named WSMO-LITE-TC and it is based on WSMO-Lite [10]. WSMO-Lite is the most recent submission to W3C as a semantic Web services’ description language. However, according to the primary report, this new test collection will not provide composite services as well.

Consequently, to the best of our knowledge there is no effort in making a test collection of composite semantic Web services.

### III. DIGRAPHS OF COMPOSITE SERVICES

Composite services are modelled as directed graphs (digraphs [20]). The services make the vertices (nodes) and their relations, i.e. inputs, outputs, preconditions and results, make the edges. As a means of representing the digraphs of composite semantic Web services, i.e. representing which vertices are adjacent to which other vertices, we use the adjacency matrix. We use the concept names as the values of the matrix.

Another matrix representing a graph is the incidence matrix. We do not use the incidence matrix because we use the concept names (their codes) as the values of the adjacency matrix. These values need to be repeated if we want to use the incidence matrix which causes redundancy. Furthermore, because the usual sizes of our graphs are greater than their order, we prefer to use the adjacency matrix rather than incidence matrix.

An alternative for adjacency matrix is the adjacency list. However, because mainly needed operations on composite services, i.e. their mediation, require checking the existence of an edge between two given vertices in no time, we chose to use the adjacency matrix rather than the adjacency list.

The coordinates of an adjacency matrix of our digraphs are User(I), the constituent Web services’ names, and User(O). User(I) and User(O) identify the user of composite service who provides the inputs and receives the outputs of the (successful) execution. A non-diagonal entry is the concept used as the label for an edge between two Web services.

Fig. 1 shows a template of an adjacency matrix for the inputs, and the outputs of a composite Web service with four constituent Web services (WS1,...WS4). Every cell shows an edge from a vertex shown at the left coordinate to a vertex shown at the top coordinate.

### A. Subdigraph Calculation

We calculate subdigraphs of a composite semantic Web service by a sequence of vertex- and edge-deletion based on the mathematical concepts of a digraph [20].

Algorithm 1, called “Test Collection Enlarger Recursive”, shows a pseudo code of the proposed subdigraph calculation approach which aims to enlarge a test collection of composite services. It receives a composite service and returns a set of composite services.

#### Test Collection Enlarger Recursive

is a recursive algorithm. It removes one of the vertices of the digraph, i.e. an atomic service from the composite. Then, it fixes the edges and adds the resulting service to its result list. It recursively calls itself with the newly generated subdigraphs. The recursive calls continue until it reaches its base case in which the received service is not a composite service anymore.

Algorithm 1 commences by checking if the received service is a composite one as its base case (Line 2). It checks the number of services in the composite using a predefined function called “Number Of Services.” If the received (input) service is an atomic one, it returns an empty set and it means that there is no smaller service in the received input. After this checking, it removes every vertex, i.e. atomic service, through a loop (Lines 5-23). Line 6 removes one atomic service from the composite. Lines 7 to 12 either convert the ‘in-edges’ (input edges) of the removed atomic service to the output edges of the resulting service or remove them if they are internal edges. Similarly, lines 13 to 18 either convert the ‘out-edges’ (output edges) of the removed atomic service to the inputs of the resulting service or remove them if they are internal edges. Finally, if the newly generated service is not already in the list it will be added to the result set and the algorithm itself is called once more with this new service (Lines 19-22).

As an example, Fig. 2 shows a sample sequential composite semantic Web service with four smaller services.

![Fig. 2. A sample sequential composite semantic web service.](image-url)

Moreover, Fig. 3 illustrates the subdigraphs of the sequential composite service in Fig. 2. Through the stages of the subdigraph calculation, we make some new services and we add them to an ordered list. Then, we process the newly added digraphs to generate new subdigraphs of services so as
to make more digraphs of composite services. We continue processing the ordered list until no more digraphs are added. The stopping criterion is when we reach the atomic services of the digraphs.

**Algorithm 1. Test Collection Enlarger Recursive (CSWS)**

**Input:** CSWS, A Digraph of a Composite Semantic Web Service  
**Output:** A Set of Subdigraphs of Composite Semantic Web Services

1: `Result ← {};

/* Checking for the base case */
2: If `Number Of Services(CSWS)` is 1 then
3:   Return `Result`;
4: End if;

/* Removing every atomic service from the composite */
5: For all vertices, `ASWS`, in CSWS
6:   `NewCSWS ← CSWS − ASWS`; // Remove ASWS from CSWS

/* Converting inputs of ASWS */
7: For all in-edges of `ASWS`
8:   If the in-edge is the input of `NewCSWS` then
9:     Remove it;
10:   Else if
11:     Convert it to the output of `NewCSWS`;
12: End for;

/* Converting outputs of ASWS */
13: For all out-edges of `ASWS`
14:   If the out-edge is the output of `NewCSWS` then
15:     Remove it;
16:   Else if
17:     Convert it to the input of `NewCSWS`;
18: End for;

/* Avoiding repeated composites in the result set */
19: If `NewCSWS` is not in `Result` then
20:   `Result ← Result + NewCSWS`;

/* Recursion Call */
21: `Result ← Result + Test Collection Enlarger Recursive (NewCSWS)`;
22: End if;
23: End for;

/* Returning final unique results containing some composite services */
24: Return `Result`;

OWLS-TC is a service retrieval test collection in which the atomic services are described in OWL-S language. OWLS-TC Version 4 contains 1083 atomic semantic Web services which are described using their Input and Output, and Precondition and Results (IOPRs).

We extracted the properties of atomic Web services from OWLS-TC. The properties include the service names (from human-readable information in Service Profile) along with their functional properties. Moreover, the concepts used in the services are extracted from their related ontologies available in the collection.

Then, we generated some synthetic composite semantic Web services using the atomic services of OWLS-TC. Finally, we calculated all the subdigraphs of the composites. The proposed method could add many new composite services; hence, the size of the collection has increased.

The structures of the generated composites can be translated and exported to the needed semantic Web services languages such as OWL-S. Moreover, their adjacency matrices are exported as well. A set of composites generated were used in some researches [21].

---

**B. Implementation**

OWLS-TC is a well-known and often-used test collection of atomic semantic Web services. The test collection has been used in S3 (Semantic Service Selection) contests.


2. The extraction was performed using OWL-S API
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The number of subdigraphs of a digraph representing a composite semantic Web service (based on our definitions) is equal to the cardinality of the power set P(S) of its set of services. This is because we are considering every possible subset of the set of services.

The noticeable lack of a test collection of composite semantic Web services hinders the researchers to experiment their methods upon a valid collection of services. In this paper, we have proposed an adaptive approach of representing the digraphs of composite services using their adjacency matric along with its related subdigraph calculation algorithm. We implemented our approach and evaluated its applicability on a public composite service as well as a synthetically created test set of composite services. Utilizing the proposed algorithm on an even small set of composite semantic Web services generates an enormous set of composite services. We are currently finalizing the test collection generator’s implementation. As a future work, we would like to deploy it for the public use of the research community.
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